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1. Introduction 
The COMET experiment searches for the µ-e conversion 
with a sensitivity of O(10-15) in its phase-I stage. 
Due to the extremely intense muon beam (109 µ-/sec) 
the timing detector faces 1-10 MHz single hit rate 
and the drift chamber cell’s occupancy becomes 
around 40%. 
Key challenges; 
• Finding the signal-like trajectories with high 
efficiency while suppressing the background rate 

• Hardware limitations such as computing resources, 
data transfer rate, processing time, etc

https://fastmachinelearning.org/hls4ml/concepts.html
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Fig. 4. Simulated CDC-hit map including hits from a 105-MeV conversion
electron. Each dot represents the hit position of charged particles. The “others”
includes heavy particles, such as alpha, triton, and heavy ions. The red and
black tilted boxes inside the inner wall of the CDC are Cherenkov counters
and scintillators of the CTH, respectively. The filled boxes represent CTH
counter hits.

between the conversion electron and background particles.
Fig. 4 shows a simulated conversion-electron trajectory over-
laying with background particles recorded within an event win-
dow of 1.1µs. The main background particles are protons from
the muon-nuclear-capture processes and low-energy electrons
from the gamma-ray interactions at the CDC walls. Notable
differences between background and signal hits appear in the
hit patterns and energy deposition. The conversion electron
makes a helical trajectory that is fully contained in the CDC
due to the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 4. The track
will produce a series of neighboring hits in the azimuthal
direction at a radius given by the transverse momentum of the
conversion electron, and no or very few hits beyond this radius.
The low-energy electrons pass along the CDC wires, and their
trajectories are helical orbits with small radii, resulting in long-
lived hits on the same wire. The protons mostly have high
momenta and pass through the CDC from inside to outside
with a larger energy loss than the conversion electrons.

B. Classification Algorithm

In the hit classification stage, GBDTs are used to evaluate
whether the hits in the set of neighboring wires are consistent
with the expectations for a conversion electron. The signal-
like hits have larger GBDT-output values and are selected for
the event classification. Fig. 5 shows the CDC-hit maps before
(Fig. 5a) and after (Fig. 5b) applying the GBDTs. Red and blue
dots represent signal and background hits based on simulation
information. The dot size of Fig. 5b reflects the GBDT-output
value. While some background hits with large GBDT-output
still remain after applying GBDT, it is clear that GBDT can
classify the signal hits out of background hits. Therefore,
the deposited energy on the wire of interest and its radial
position are selected as the GBDT-input features. In order to
eliminate hits of the low-energy electrons, hit classifiers begin
with filtering the wires having long-lived hits. The energy
deposition of neighboring wires in the same layer is also
used to suppress low-energy electron hits. For the hardware
implementation, the input feature must be quantized so that
the total size of trigger data fits to the reasonable data transfer
rate between different FPGAs with the available FPGA logic

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Hit maps of the CDC (a) before and (b) after applying the GBDTs.
See the text for details.

Fig. 6. Procedures for the final trigger decision. CTH ID means an identifica-
tion number for each CTH counter. “T” (true) and “F” (false) mean triggered
and non-triggered sections, respectively. Hit counters of the CTH are filled
with red for the Cherenkov counters and black for the scintillation counters.

resources, such as the number of LUTs. The energy deposition
of each wire is compressed into 2 bits, as written in Section II.
Therefore, 6-input LUTs are used for the hit classification
using energy deposition from the wire of interest and two
neighboring wires. We implement a set of 6-input LUTs inside
the FPGA, and each set of 6-bit wire hit patterns is fed into
each different LUT depending on their radial position. Thus all
the input features (deposited energy, neighboring hit pattern,
and radial position) can be considered.

Fig. 6 describes the procedure of the final trigger decision
by the event classifier, which combines CDC and CTH trigger
information. The conversion electron leaves hits only in a part
of the CDC readout area, which is correlated with the CTH-
hit positions, as shown in Fig. 4. An active part of the CDC
is defined for each CTH counter to reject background hits
efficiently while keeping the conversion-electron hits. When
the number of signal-like hits in each active part exceeds a
threshold, the CDC trigger is generated for each CTH counter.
The CTH trigger provides the counter information passing the

3. GBDT Hit Classification 
The hit classification performs by using the CDC hit 
local feature, namely, (1) compressed energy 
deposition, (2) wire position (3) the neighbouring 
wire info and (4) timing 
➡ All of them are input data to calculate the 
signal-likelihood of each hit using Gradient Boosted 
Decision Tree (GBDT) classifier [3]

2. COMET Trigger System 
The COMET trigger system consists of the central and 
front-end systems in COMET Phase-I 
Due to the staging structure to cover the entire 
detector area without boundaries [2], two stage 
classifications are needed (COTTRI Project)

4. NN Event Classification 
Neural network models can be converted to the FPGA 
firmwares by using high level synthesis (HLS). 
A software called hls4ml [4] is used to simplify 
this step seamlessly from the model construction to 
the model evaluation using modern NN tools 
To check the feasibility, quantised multilayer 
perceptron (QMLP) model has been tested. 

5. Results 
• Reconfigurable LUTs were implemented into the 
FPGAs to perform the GBDT hit classification 
• Only 2 clock cycles required for processing 
• Reduce noise hits by 80% while keeping more than 
half signal hits as for the trigger info 

• Neural network based event classification is being 
considered as a fast and powerful event classifier 
• Simple QMLP has been implemented and tested 
• The FPGA board performs the event classification 
as expected from the hls4ml model prediction

7. Conclusions 
We successfully established the methods to develop 
and implement ML algorithms into FPGAs for both hit 
classifications and event classifications. 
The GBDT hit classification improves the online hit 
S/N by factor 2.5 — 5. 
We confirmed that mid-class FPGAs can accommodate NN 
algorithms with good performance within <150 ns. 
Together, <13kHz trigger rate is achievable
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Fig. 7. Time distribution of the background hits. The drift time is not
considered here. The horizontal axis shows time from a proton bunch. The
CTH trigger window is set to [700 ns, 1200 ns], and the integration time is set
to 400 ns from the CTH-trigger timing. Detection of the CDC hits is delayed
due to the drift time, and the end of the integration time can be extended to
1600 ns from the proton bunch.

four-fold coincidence requirement. The final trigger decision
is performed by taking a coincidence between these CDC and
CTH triggers.

IV. TRIGGER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Timing Considerations

For the data taking in the pulsed proton beam, it is important
to find an optimal timing window for accepting triggered
events to be read out by the DAQ system. Fig. 7 shows
the timing distribution of background particle hits in the
CDC. After the proton bunches hit the production target, the
secondary particles reach the detector with a certain delay in
time given by the beam transport system, then the number of
background hits immediately increases. This background level
gradually decreases mainly with the lifetime of the stopped
muons in the aluminum target. The bunch separation in the
COMET Phase-I experiment is 1170 ns, and therefore, the
background level increases again 1170 ns with the arrival of
the next bunch. In order to perform the physics measurement
during the time of low background, the measurement timing
window of the CTH trigger is set to [700 ns, 1200 ns] after the
proton bunch.

A charged particle passing through the CDC loses energy
by ionization. The RECBE detects signals from the deposited
charges in each CDC cell, which arrive within a certain time
interval given by the maximal drift-time of the charges to
the sense wire in the cell. Therefore, an integration time is
applied for the COTTRI system after the CTH trigger. In
this integration time, the hit classifiers collect the CDC hits
and filter wires having long-lived hits. If the integration time
is too short, the number of detected signal hits is small in
each trigger-decision time window and genuine conversion
electrons may be lost. On the other hand, if it is too long, many
signal hits could be misidentified as long-lived hits and filtered
out due to the pile-up criteria, and again, genuine conversion
electrons may be lost. The CDC cell is 16mm⇥ 16.8mm in
size, and the drift velocity is about 25µm/ns. The integration
time of 400 ns accepts almost all of the hits.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of the 2-bit compressed energy deposition data on the
wire of interest (a) and the neighboring wires (b).
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Fig. 9. Radial position distribution of the CDC hits. The layer ID of 0 means
the innermost layer of the CDC.

B. Input Features

The 2-bit data compression process for the wire energy
deposition is optimized to get better signal-event acceptance
for the conversion electrons. Fig. 8 shows the 2-bit energy
deposition histogram on the wire of interest and its two
neighbors within the same layer, after the optimization. Clearer
peaks of conversion electron are observed in the 2-bit energy
deposition distribution than in the case of background hits, for
both the wire of interest and the neighboring wires.

Fig. 9 shows the radial position distribution of CDC hits.
Since the mono-energetic conversion electron is emitted from
the aluminum target located at the center of the CDC, it
produces fewer hits in the outer layers of the CDC due to their
limited transverse momentum. In contrast, hits generated by
the background particles are distributed more homogeneously
in the entire CDC region because of their characteristics, as
mentioned in Section III. The inner and outer walls of the CDC
produce more low-energy electrons. Because of this, hits in the
innermost and the three outermost layers are ignored in the hit
classification.

C. Classification Performance

The GBDT approach in the hit classification was performed
by using the Toolkit for Multivariate Data Analysis with ROOT
(TMVA), which provides many machine learning techniques
for classification and regression [11]. The receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve of the hit classification is shown
in Fig. 10. The classification result is compared with the
uncompressed data case (energy deposition data in 10-bit). The
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Signal-hit characteristic 
Continuous hits in the same layer 
• Contained helical tracks 
not reaching the outer layers 
Single hit in the same wire 
MIP-level energy loss 

Background-hit characteristic 
Low energy electrons 
• Interaction of gamma rays at the CDC walls 
• Helical trajectory contained in the same cell 
• Multi hits in the same wire 
Protons (from muon nuclear capture) 
• Mostly high momenta 
• Large energy loss 
• ~ 40 protons/beam-pulse

Energy deposition

Energy cut

Hit map of 
signal event

ROC of QMLP event classifier
(Look-up-tables)

More details will be presented 
in Hajime Nishiguchi’s talk


